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Poetry was published in 1921 as a lyrical poem written in free verse. Moore tinkered several times with this song and in her 1967 Marianne Moore songs she 1967 downed it to just three lines: And I don't like it. / Reading it, however, with perfect contempt for it, is revealed in/him, at the end of it all, a place
for the true. Interestingly, it included the entire, earlier text in the end part of the revised, and also on the back of the volume in the notes under the title Original Version. Critic Bonnie Honigsblum further unpacks this situation of multiple versions: [There is] a five-stanza version of six long, split lines...
almost rhymed (printed fifty-seven times and once as a note to a three-row version, during Moore's lifetime)... thirteen row versions in free verse without stanzas (printed once)... a version of fifteen lines with three stanzas of five long, divided lines... with inner rhyme (printed five times in anthologies
compiled by the most prominent poets-editors)... and a three-line version to which it added a revision of the version with five footnote stanzas (printed ten times)... The poem's notes were printed twenty-four times in a shortened version slightly altered and expanded in Marianne Moore's Full Poems (1967)
to include a version of the five stanzas, where notes on this version become notes on a note, referencing lines no longer part of the three-seater version of 'Poetry'. Of the five-stanza version, the New York Times said, Ms. Moore is perfectly in the American tradition when she continues,' . . these things
are important / not because / high-sound interpretation can / be put on them, but be - / cause / they are useful.' . When we say 'American tradition' we mean the way it's etched into the English tradition of singing lyricism and the sacred eloquence of empty verse. Ezra Pound in their own way, Eliot,
Cummings and Marianne Moore in their own way helped with this new pragmatism of poetry. When a student asked Moore in 1950. Like you, I prefer rhyme to free verse; I like the melody and feel it needs to be as clear as its natural restraint allows it to be. The maximum effectiveness of expression in
poetry should be at least as high as it could be in prose; Sure, it should be natural. The reverse order of words seems to me to be a poetic suicide. We often suffer this because of some pre-connected virtue, but it is always uneasy — for me — except as an archaic effect that is maintained with artificial art
that can be sustained as the opposite effect. Trying to study advanced placement tests (AP) can be tedious... but if you have prepared and need a little refreshment or if in search of a fast posse history mixed with some review for English tests – both literature and language – you go from this. Start.
Everything about AP literature Ap Literature Test includes multiple choice and three types of essays to write. The multiple choice section can focus on poetry or prose selections, and of the types of essays, a poem will definitely be included. The essay evaluation scale ranges from 0-9. Insider advice

According to longtime AP English teacher Karra Landeis, the best way to score high marks on essays, especially the boost that asks you to analyze poetry, is to maintain focus. Always read with a pen in your hand, Landeis says, adding that mere underlining is often not enough to represent the beginnings
of essays. If the song in the content is long-lasting or difficult, chances are that you won't have enough time to read it more than once for meaning or go back to the stanza and wonder what the author's intention might have been. Instead of simply underlining, Landeis recommends adding small notes,
such as where you noticed the poetic device, or how the device contributes to the meaning or perspective being asked about. It's best to explicitly find the device, landeis says. While acknowledging that top-notch essays can be written without doing so, AP readers prefer not to have to dig for your
intended meaning when writing. As for the structure of the essay itself, the common form involves organizing passages on each posse device. However, Landeis recommends that complexity-rich essays be born in chronological order — that is, analyzing devices in the order in which they appear and
building on previous passages with more insights in the song's follow-up. In the conclusion of the essay, after re-ordering the thesis, Landeis argues that the larger implications of the topic/perspective from the prompt need to be addressed. Find one sentence that says it all and get it over with, landeis
says, adding that it binds all ends nicely. ̃Write your last sentence as if the result you want to get, because that's the last thing [AP] readers will see. High school poet Zuyi Zhao has already took both AP English courses. In the past, she prepared for exams by reading and writing in quantity – a practice
that paid off in her eyes. Analysis comes much easier if you have experience on both sides of the process, she says, although she adds that it is important to keep an open mind towards poetry as well. You can't analyze poetry without enjoying the tile, she says. Related: Inside information on AP courses:
Which ones should you take? Vocabulary Both AP tests often involve vocabulary in the multiple choice section, and it's always important to know a variety of literary devices so you can explain them within any of the three essays, Landeis Some common terms he uses to prepare his students include:
Types of stanza: Stanza is a segment of a song, often where a line break occurs, and includes different line measurements. Below are some common line names: Lines Name2 Couplet3 Tercet4 Quatrain5 Quintet6 Sestet (not sextet)8 Octave (not vinegar) Shakespearean/Petrarchan sonnet: These two
terms are used interchangeably to describe the same poem. They refer to sonnets that are (as always) 14 lines but include three four-line stanzas each (quatrain) along with the usually rhymed last 2-line stanza (couplet). Landeis uses abab cdcd efef yy as a song to remind her students of the common
form. Italian sonnet: AP Test will usually ask students to distinguish between the two. The Italian sonnet consists of a clear octave (8 lines) plus a sestet (6 lines) for the desired shape of 14 lines. Identifying poems is another topic that the literature test often involves, landeis says. Narrative song: Tells all
or part of the story. Many lyrics (especially those of circular songs and country music) are narrative songs. Lyrical Poem: Focuses on the individual and thoughts/feelings. Metaphysical Poetry: It often involves and can be identified by its bizarre metaphors (called conceitedness) and complicated diction.
Elegy: Lamenting something; poet's survival on something, usually very solemn and dignified. Ode: Celebratory song. It can celebrate/commemorate even state-of-the-art items. Poetic devices Common poetic devices are relevant to both AP English tests, and Landeis reminds students that each device
must be identified, specified and associated with the perspective the query asks you to consider. Devices include: Alliteration: Repeated identical consonators at the beginning of the word. Innuendo: A special kind of reference to another work of literature, symbol, event or person. Allusions are usually
from known sources. Apostrophe: This occurs when a character or speaker calls out a person (absent or dead) or an inanimate object as if he or she can respond. Caesura: It is found exclusively in poetry, a pause in the middle of the line of poetry. It is often marked with a comma or period. Diction:
Choice of words. Diction should almost always be preceded by a descriptive adjective indicating its purpose of operation. Enjambment: When the thought in poetry does not stop at the end of the break line; it just continues in the next line. Hyperbole: Deliberate and ridiculous exaggeration. One can think
seriously or in mockery. Metonymy: Association of an object with another word very similar (e.g. in reference to someone like Scrooge because of their attitude). Parallelism: A similar grammatical structure between lines or sentences in poetry or prose. Whether it's repeats itself, or the construction of the
phrase is repeated, whether it is done. Rome and rhythm: Rome refers to the similarity or identical nature of the sounds at the ends of the lines. Rhythm is a pattern of stress/uno tonslised syllables. Poetry can have or, while prose is mostly about rhythm. Understatement: Antonym for hyperbole,
understatement is often meant as dry humor when a character or speaker says something is insignificant when it really isn't. Knowing these terms should help with the AP's English tests, and remembering to include them in your essay will help you earn a higher grade. They can also help you write your
own poetry – after all, if you understand the devices and why the author uses them, you are one step closer to doing it yourself. Related: English grammar cheat sheet for students Writing poetry by Zhao, who has written extensively for about three years - primarily poetry - she enjoys an uneasy free
verse, but sometimes likes to experiment with different structures. I don't write nearly as often as I'd like, but I'm able to write at least an hour a week, she says, and she would recommend others read and write at least a little, especially to help with AP Tests. Writing a poem is a pretty opustic process,
even to a poet, Zhao says. Sometimes [ideas] just come to me, she says. Other times, however, ideas kind of stem from short phrases or lines that I think of first, something like working backwards from song title to song content. She recommends drawing from character archetypes for inspiration if you're
interested in writing but stuck. Shared history also provides ideas: songs involving famous historical figures such as Helena Troy, Cleopatra or other historical events have provided inspiration to many poets in the past and present. Once your song is written, it's time for what Zhao calls his favorite part:
revision. Although, as I revise, I think I hate the experience, I enjoy the process of finding a clearer and more eloquent way of conveying feelings within the song, she says. It is an important memory feel for passing any AP English exam as well: keeping an open mind and ensuring the organization in your
essay remains clear and precise makes for high achieving results. Related: 10 study tips to help you win AP tests There you have it - with these insider tips, you'll be ready to score high on AP English language and literature tests. Be sure to practice with this example of a full exam from the College. good
luck! Find more general tips for AP test taking in our Test Prep section. Join the CollegeXpress community! Create a free account and we'll let you know about new articles, scholarship deadlines, and more. Join now
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